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SCBWI-L.A. Regional News
Let the fireworks ignite! We’re talking metaphorical fireworks, of
course, igniting your creative spirit. If you’re anything like us, we need
a little rocket boost now and then.
If any of you missed Writer’s Day in April, we had an amazing lineup. David Gale, VP & Editorial Director of Simon & Schuster Books
for Young Readers, made one of his rare appearances on the speaking
circuit, giving us lots of ammunition for writing, especially the teen
novel. Superstar agent Michael Stearns gifted us with plot points
to make our manuscripts stronger. Award-winning author Stephanie
Hemphill helped define for us differences between novels in verse
and novels in poems; then gave us a creative jump-start with a hands-on
exercise. After Newbery Medalist Cynthia Kadohata led us down
the road to her historical success, Judy Enderle and Stephanie
Gordon did their eye-opening first pages session, while Alexis
O’Neill took school visits to a higher level for our published folk.
We topped it all off with announcing the Writer’s Day manuscript
contest winners and the recipient of the Sue Alexander Service &
Encouragement Award (SASE) — big congratulations Vicki Arkoff!
If that wasn’t enough, we were so grateful to have Ann Whitford
Paul lead us through an intense hands-on workshop on language and
the picture book, just in time for us to revise our manuscripts for
Critiquenic! Are we getting buffed and polished for summer, or what?!
So … sit back and relax for the summer … wait, who are we kidding?
We’ve got MORE in store! So flip through this issue, get your rockets
ready, then EXPLODE into your own creative sky with the fireworks
that only you can produce.
A HUGE congratulations to Connie Sommer for winning the firstever Sue Alexander Memorial Scholarship with her manuscript Garbage
Day. The competition was fierce, and the Working Writer’s Retreat has
been sold out since early May, so it’s an especially big win.
And Congratulations to Elena Pearce Buckley for winning tuition to
the summer conference with her fun answer to our Superhero contest,
Another One Bites the Dust.
We win every day in this
region because of our amazing
volunteers. A hearty and heartfelt thank you to each and every
one of you.

Regional Advisor Chairperson: Cheryl Zach
RA Chair Assistant: Pat Wolfe
Int’l Regional Advisor Chair: Erzsi Deak
Illustrator Coordinator:
Priscilla Burris
E-mail: burrisdraw@sbcglobal.net

Have a sizzlin’ summer!
Edie & Claudia
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CONTEST & AWARD WINNERS

Images from 2009 L.A. Writer’s Day
Congratulations
Contest Winners!
Picture Books

Winner:
Wave Song
by Lawton Brewster Boardman
Special Mention:
The Road to Ch’onan
by Laura Wynkoop
Special Mention:
Wrong-Way Sam by Yuki Yoshino
Middle Grade

Winner:
TheWindow Shoppe
by Rita Crayon Huang
Special Mention:
Ruthie’s Sunrise by Lois Sepahban
Special Mention:
Islands of the Immortals
by Barbara Schwartz

Contest AwardWinners. Front row (L-R): Rita Crayon Huang, Lawton Brewster Boardman, Sandra A.
Martín, Eloise Freeman,YukiYoshino. Back row (L-R): Lois Sepahban, Stephanie Denise Brown, Laura
Wynkoop,VeronicaWalsh, Mary Ann Dames, Barbara Schwartz.

Young Adult Fiction

Nonfiction

Winner: Whale Poop Sniffing Dogs
and Other Amazing Helpers
by Mary Ann Dames
Special Mention:
Sophie’s Journey by Eloise Freeman
Special Mention:
All About Animals A To Z
by Veronica Walsh
Poetry

(No winners in this category.)
Kite Tales

Agent Michael Stearns and SCBWI International
President Steve Mooser. Stearns presented “Thirteen
Questions to Ask of aWay-TooWimpy Plot.”

Award-winning author Stephanie Hemphill
encouraged audience participation in her
presentation on novels in verse.
Left: In a special session,
Alexis O’Neill coached
published members on
making school visits a
success.
Right:
SCBWI International
recognized L.A. regional
member Joseph Taylor
with its 2009 Magazine
Merit Award for
Nonfiction.

Photos by Joan Graham

Winner:
Sunstruck
by Stephanie Denise Brown
Special Mention:
The Cuban Flight of Peter Pan
by Sandra A. Martín
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… CONTEST & AWARD WINNERS

Sue Alexander Service & Encouragement Award Goes To …
Judy Enderle and Stephanie Jacob
Gordon presented the Service and
Encouragement Award on behalf of
Sue Alexander. In their words:

Vicki Arkoff

The Sue Alexander Service &
Encouragement Award was
created in honor of Sue Alexander
who set an example for all of us
by sharing time and knowledge
with all SCBWI members.
Los Angeles SCBWI isn’t a vital
region by accident. It is only
because of the selfless giving by
those who ask: How can I help?
It is because of those willing
to assist a beginning author or
illustrator take the first steps
toward publication. It is because
of those who take time from
their own busy schedules to take
on tasks both big and small. It is
because of all the volunteers in
this region who set examples for
SCBWI regions across the nation
and across the world.
“Many hands make light work”
is so true here. And the person
who is to receive this year’s
SASE possesses the generosity
of spirit, the giving attitude, that
Sue Alexander so valued. This
recipient is willing to share her
knowledge, to put in time to ask
“How can I help?”
From KITE TALES where she has
been the market survey editor
for over eight years, offering the
latest information about what
publishers are buying and which
editors are open to manuscripts,
to the Working Writer’s Retreat
where she provides her book
review copies for sale at bargain
prices, she serves SCBWI.
Kite Tales

Photo by Joan Graham

InVicki’s words:
Ever have one of those AshtonKutcher-must-be-lurking-nearby
moments when you think you’ve
just been “Punk’d”? Mine was at
this year’s Writer’s Day when
Judy and Stephanie graciously
introduced the winner of the
SASE … and then said my name.
Since no one else named Vicki
Arkoff stepped forward, I took
advantage of the mistake and
gave an acceptance speech that
sounded something like: “Welf,
flapbopple shtoink blorpsky
blahblahblah … .”
Which roughly translates to:
“This wonderful award is
incredibly surprising and terribly
embarrassing and makes me
feel like a selfish fraud because
volunteering for SCBWI for
the past decade has given me a
gazillion times more than I’ve
4

given back, such as great friends
and new colleagues who kicked
me in the patootie until I revised
and submitted manuscripts
including the one that actually
won at SCBWI Writer’s Day a
few years ago in this very same
room which then actually sold to
a humongous publisher thanks to
an incredible agent and amazing
editors whom I never thought
I’d get to work with but have
only because I met them through
SCBWI along with other SCBWI
pros who’ve since hired me to
write and edit books and the best
teen and tween magazines in the
universe and — wow, this award
is heavy — who are directly
responsible for me rising to my
level of incompetence when I
was inducted into MAD’s usual
gang of idiots, my prepubescent
dream come true, thanks largely
to the incredible support and
generosity of SCBWI’s usual gang
of geniuses including founders
Lin Oliver, Stephen Mooser, and
the much-missed Sue Alexander
herself, plus ridiculously smart,
fun volunteers like Caroline
Hatton, Mary Peterson, Claudia
Harrington, and Edie Pagliasotti
who always make sure alcohol is
involved and whom I never would
have had the pleasure of drinking
with, I mean working with, if I
hadn’t volunteered for SCBWI
in the first place. Am I really still
talking? Please tell me that David
Gale and Michael Stearns were
in the men’s room the past few
minutes. Oh God, where are my
shoes? Seriously, did I walk up
here without shoes?”
Which most truthfully translates
to: “No, really, thank you.”
Summer 2009
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… CONTEST & AWARD WINNERS

Who’s Who at Kite Tales
KITE TALES is a newsletter published by the
L.A. Chapter of the Society of Children’s
Book Writers and Illustrators. Information
published in KITE TALES does not constitute an
endorsement by SCBWI and/or SCBWI-L.A.
KITE TALES Editors
Rilla Jaggia, kitetaleseditor@rillart.com
Vicki Arkoff & Bonnie Ferron, SCBWI-L.A. Editors
Alexis O’Neill, V/SB Editor, 805-581-1906
or AlexisinCA@aol.com
Francesca Rusackas & Q.L. Pearce,
Orange/Long Beach/Riverside/
San Bernardino Editors, 		
ZFRANCESCA@aol.com or
qlpearce@earthlink.net
KITE TALES Layout & Production
Marcelle Greene,
marcelle@greenepen.com
KITE TALES Proofreader
Joseph Taylor,
j_taylor_atoz@hotmail.com
KITE TALES Subscriptions
Mary Peterson, 			
mary@marypeterson.com
KITE TALES Ads
Bonnie Ferron,
bonnieferron@earthlink.net

KITE TALES is free at www.kitetales.org.
Join the online mailing list to receive Kite Tales
announcements via e-mail at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/KiteTales/.
Snail mail subscriptions cost $18/year (4 issues).
Submission Deadlines:
Spring - Feb. 15 for Apr. 1 issue
Summer - May 15 for Jul. 1 issue
Fall - Aug. 15 for Oct. 1 issue
Winter - Nov. 15 for Jan. 1 issue
Send comments, articles, great news,
questions, etc. to Rilla Jaggia at
kitetaleseditor@rillart.com.
Critique Connections:
Contact Edith Cohn at critiqueconnect@
yahoo.com.
Toot Your Horn: Follow instructions on page
32 of this issue.
Ads: Follow instructions on page 32 of this
issue.
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First Annual Sue Alexander Memorial Scholarship
Awarded to Picture Book Writer Connie Sommer
“Drag it up-up-up! Dump it out-out-out! Roooll it back! BAM!”
Garbage Day by Connie Sommer brings the everyday aspects of
neighborhood life, friendly curiosity, and keeping the world a little
greener into the perspective of a young child. The reader gets to meet
Lewis, the friendly garbage man, and take one brave small step out into
the big world. The gentle message of different trash cans for recycling
suggests that even the youngest child can be made aware of the effort to
keep America green.
This story is fun to read aloud, and fun to hear read aloud. Garbage Day
is a delightful look at a child’s curiosity and bravery when introduced to
the world and the people who keep it running smoothly.
This annual scholarship is open to all members of the SCBWI-L.A. region.
The winner receives free tuition to the SCBWI-L.A. Working Writer’s
Retreat.

Elena Pearce Buckley Wins Conference Tuition
by Creating an Irreverent Superhero Academy
In this year’s SCBWI-L.A. Annual Scholarship Contest, writers were
challenged to don their masks and whirl their creative capes by creating
their own superhero and imagining what happens when the superhero
arrives in a fourth-grade classroom.
In Another One Bites the Dust, winning entrant Elena Pearce Buckley
“created a fun and irreverent world where a fourth-grade ‘Superhero
Academy’ teaches such useful courses as ‘How to Use Your Super
Powers for Good.’ In just 200 words, Elena introduced a unique
and authentic main character with a bright and engaging voice, and
developed a tightly-constructed and well-paced plot with a cliffhanger
ending that made the reader want to find out what would happen next.”
Here’s an excerpt from Another One Bites the Dust:
“Samantha Stellar, look at me when I’m speaking
to you,” said Miss Turner.
“But…” Haven’t they warned the teacher about my
uncontrollable powers?
“I said look at me!”
So Sammy shrugged and did as she was
told. She locked eyes with the teacher and
POOF — unfortunate Miss Turner disintegrated into
a pile of dust.
Not another one …
5
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Orange County/Inland Empire News
Save the Dates!
Sat., OCT. 3
2009

Editor’s Day
at the Big Red Barn
Guest editors so far are:
Ann Marie Harris, Senior Editor
Scholastic Paperback
Jessica Garrison, Editor
Dial Books for Young Readers

The gorgeous South Coast Winery Resort and Spa was the place to
be for our Spring Writer’s Retreat from March 27-29. The tranquil
vineyard surrounded by stone terraces and hidden waterfalls provided
the perfect backdrop for our working writer’s retreat. Our outstanding
speakers and workshop leaders included: Susan Chang, SeniorEditor, Tor Books; Alexandra Cooper, Editor, Simon & Schuster;
and Emily Mitchell, Senior Editor, Charlesbridge Publishing. Our
guest authors were: Stacia Deutsch, author of the popular middlegrade series Blast to the Past; Kathryn Fitzmaurice, middle-grade
author, TheYear The Swallows Came Early; Alyson Noel, award-winning
young adult author, Saving Zoe; Priscilla Burris, illustrator and author
of more than 60 books; and our own Q. L. Pearce, author of more
than 200 books. Our speakers were generous and friendly. The creative
workshops included: Movie Tie-in Books, Plot Twist & Red Herrings:
The Making of a Mystery, Selling Your Submission, Picture Book
Dummy Workshop, and much more.
2009 Spring Retreat Writer’s Contest Winners

Additional editors TBA
Also attending:
Alexandria LaFaye,
Award-winning author
Michael Mahin, Hollywood
screenwriter
Information concerning
Editor’s Day will be up at:
www.scbwisocal.org/events/
oc_editors_day.html.

Picture Book

Winner: Bubble Net by Betty Pfeiffer
Honorable Mention: Manuel and the Garden by Marianne Wallace
Middle Grade

Winner: Lure by C. Sonberg Larson (Cynthia Green)
Honorable Mention: Norrlandia by Jesper Widen
Young Adult

Winner: Cape Foulweather by D. J. (Diann) Adamson
Honorable Mention: Harper’s Stone by P. J. O’Brien
2009 Spring Retreat Editor Critique Picks
Picture Book

Hogwash Haven by Laurie Alloway
Manuel and the Garden by Marianne Wallace
Young Adult

Harper’s Stone by P. J. O’Brien
FlirtingWith Lady Shade by Kari Wergeland
We hope to see you in August at the big daddy of all conferences:
The 38th Annual Summer Conference in Los Angeles.
			
Cheers,
			
Francesca Rusackas, Regional Advisor
			
Q. L. Pearce, Assistant Regional Advisor
Kite Tales
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… Orange county/inland empire news

Big Hooray for Agent’s Day!
“Your query letter needs
to be more than a
business letter. It should
stand out with good
details that jump out.
Remember, your query
will only get you so far,
the story must hold up
as well.”

The gorgeous Newport Beach
Harbor was home to our 3rd
Annual Agent’s Day on May 15,
2009. We gathered portside with
the following outstanding literary
agents: Stephen Barbara of
Foundry Literary, Michael
Bourret of Dystel & Goderich
Literary, Chris Richman of
Firebrand Literary, and Tina
Wexler of International Creative
Management (ICM).

		
		

Stephen: “To quote Ursula
Nordstrom, ‘I publish good
books for bad children.’ I believe
every morning something great
will come in. I’m looking to be
surprised. Make your book about
something – I’m looking to be
wowed!”

Chris Richman,
Firebrand Literary

Agent’s Critique Picks
2009 winners
Middle Grade

The Magical Real Lives of Zoe Bell
and Henry Redfoot
by Steven Bramucci
Out of Bounds
by Fionna Farrell Ivy
Young Adult

Deliver Us From Evil
by Q. L. Pearce
Songbird Lane
by Ann Redisch Stampler

Kite Tales

Here are a few comments from
our agents:

Michael: “With this current
publishing market, building a
brand is something you need to
think about. Focus on writing
three similar books before you
branch out into other venues.
This is how the buyers know
who you are. Take the time to
figure out what your strengths
are. Try different voices, age
ranges. Discover who you are as
a writer.”
Chris: “I fall in love with your
book and then it’s my job to
make other people fall in love
with your book. We receive over
600 queries a week.Your query
letter needs to be more than a
business letter. It should stand
out with good details that jump
out. Remember your query will
7

only get you so far, the story
must hold up as well.”
Tina: “I want a book that will
make me miss my subway stop.
If you write [novels for boys],
they will come. Pay attention
to those “buts …” responses
that you receive from your
query letters. Remember
every character needs or wants
something.Your interest can’t
just be about writing; bring an
element of yourself into your
book. It could be what you are
missing.”
Our spotlight author, Heather
Buchta, said: “When you are
looking for an agent, read as
much as you can. Look for the
style and tone that is close to
how you write.Your agent should
be someone you are able to work
well with and maybe meet for
beers and play a little pool with.”
At the end of the day everyone
had the opportunity to ask our
agents that last burning question
during our Dish and Dessert
social hour. Our attendees
gathered into small groups with
each agent rotating between
groups. It was an exciting and
tasty venue.
A big hooray for the O.C. Agent’s
Day! Our agents requested the
FULL manuscript from nearly
10% of our attendees. That is
an outstanding percentage and
it speaks highly of the quality of
work that our SCBWI members
are producing.
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Ventura/Santa Barbara Regional News
72-Hour Publishing Miracle
In a profession that seems glacial at best, Santa
Barbara Retreat participant, James Mihaley, found
an agent on a Monday in April. The next day, his
humorous middle-grade novel, You’re Outta Here!,
was on the desk of an editor. By Wednesday, he had a
contract. A miracle in 72 hours!

Hats Off to Contest Winners
and a Traveling Author
Three winners in the SCBWI L.A. Writer’s Day
writing contest gathered at a recent event to hear
author Kerry Madden and wish her well on her
upcoming move to teach at the University of
Alabama.

But there’s more.
“The following day,” he tells us, “I was coming home
from the gym. There was a giant Fed Ex box outside
my front door. What’s this? I didn’t order Fed Ex. I
lugged it inside. It was from Liz Szabla [his editor.]
She sent me a bunch of books recently published by
Feiwel & Friends! I told a friend about the miracle
of selling my book. ‘This isn’t real,’ I said. ‘I’m in
some parallel universe. Life doesn’t function like
this.’ My friend said, ‘Maybe this is reality. And all
the struggling and frustration isn’t real! This is the
way life is supposed to function!’”
James wrote to us, “Your retreat played a critical
role in the evolution of my manuscript. [It] was
pivotal in helping me develop my voice.”

Eloise Freeman,YukiYoshino, and Mary Ann Dames

After our retreat in January 2008, James attended
the SCBWI New York conference in February. An
editor read his opening and enjoyed it, but suggested
a change in point of view. “Over the course of
the next six months,” says James, “I developed a
wisecracking first person narrator, a thirteen-yearold boy named Giles. I can’t tell you how much fun
I had seeing the world through the mischievous eyes
of Giles.” Then he had an encouraging manuscript
critique with an editor at the summer SCBWI
Summer Conference in Los Angeles and finished his
book in April 2009.
We’re not going to reveal the plot here – because
we’re saving that for the day when James’s book is
published and he shares the rest of his story with us
as a Writer’s Day Spotlight Speaker.

Bookseller LenoraWannier, author Kerry Madden,
andWriter2Writer organizer Catherine Linka

Kite Tales
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So, as you can see, James is living proof that miracles
can happen — when you’re prepared!
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… ventura/santa barbara news

Grant Winners Selected From Record Number of Entrants

F

rom a record number, judges chose
two outstanding entries to receive $1500 grants
for our 2009 competition to attend the summer
SCBWI conference. This grant is intended to cover costs
of registration, a personal manuscript or portfolio review,
hotel, and transportation.
In the writing category, the winner is Jane Hulse
Chawkins of Ventura for Sarah’s War. Here’s what the
judges shared with us: “Sarah’s War was chosen for a
number of reasons, but especially because of the gripping
first page. The reader is immediately taken into the
1775 world of fifteen-year-old Sarah. Not only was the
main character compelling, but three other interesting
characters were introduced on the first page, each woven
in beautifully.”
In the illustration category, the winner is Anne Boydston
of Ojai for Leaving Greyland. The judges were taken with
her “professional presentation,” complimenting her
for “the richness of colors, imaginative landscapes, and
consistency of the character throughout.”
Judges for this contest were from outside our Tri-Regional
area. The coordinator for the contest was Terry Pierce of
Ridgecrest.
Be sure to look for Jane and Anne at the summer
conference and say hello!

Winning illustrations by Anne Boydston

Beach Reading: YA on the Verge
Popular columnist for Jezebel.com, Lizzie Skurnick, has gathered her
“Fine Line” pieces together in Shelf Discovery:The Teen ClassicsWe Never
Stopped Reading, coming out this August from Avon. Publisher’sWeekly
describes the book as a “spastically composed, frequently hilarious
omnibus of meditations on favorite YA novels . . . from the late
‘60s to the early ‘80s.” Skurnick gathers her essays thematically
and addresses in a “wildly entertaining” way, the transition from
books that were “wholesome and entertaining” to ones that deal
with real-life issues.
http://jezebel.com/tag/lizzie-skurnick/

Kite Tales
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… ventura/santa barbara news

Save the Dates!
Sat., Aug. 22 2009

BOOK TALK ONLINE
Book Talk is a monthly book discussion group
taking place on the Ventura/Santa Barbara/San Luis
Obispo/Kern SCBWI listserv. Discussions begin on
the first of each month, facilitated by Lynn Becker
(lynnb@mac.com). Readers may join anytime
during the month with comments or questions
about the featured book. Book Talk is open to all
members of Southern California SCBWI who are
signed up for the regional listserv.
To become a member of
the listserv, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SCBWI-CCal/
JULY:
Skin Hunger
by Kathleen Duey

Kern County
Critiquenic

sat., sept. 12 2009
san luis obispo county
Workshop:
Superhero Secrets —
Writing a Chapter Book Series
Instructor: Greg Trine, author

SAT., OCT. 24 2009

AUGUST:
TheWitch of Blackbird Pond
by Elizabeth George Speare
SEPTEMBER:
Duck! Rabbit!
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal and Tom Lichtenheld

Thousand Oaks
V/SB Writer’s Day
California Lutheran University,
CA 91360

jAN. 8-10 2010
Mission Santa Barbara
Retreat:
Thriving in a Changing Industry:
Cyber Tools for Published
Authors & Illustrators

Ventura/Santa Barbara Regional News
compiled by Alexis O’Neill –
AlexisInCA@aol.com

Watch for details posted at
www.scbwisocal.org.

Kite Tales
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EDITOR’s perspective

An Interview with Publishing Giant Arthur A. Levine
by Rilla Jaggia

Arthur A. Levine Illustration by Dan Santat

“One good way to
emulate J.K. Rowling is
to write the story you
want to write whether
or not it’s part of a
‘hot genre’ … .”

Arthur A. Levine, Vice President,
Scholastic, and publisher of his
own imprint, Arthur A. Levine
Books, is probably best known
as the editor who introduced the
Harry Potter series by J.K. Rowling to the United States. He has
also worked as an editor at Dial,
Putnam’s, and Alfred A. Knopf
Books for Young Readers, and
has edited a long list of other
successful books for children,
including the Caldecott-winning
books, Officer Buckle and Gloria
by Peggy Rathmann, and Emily McCully’s Mirette on the High
Wire. Mr. Levine is an author
as well, having written picture
books such as Bono and Nonno,
The Boardwalk Princess, and Pearl
Moscowitz’s Last Stand.
We are delighted to be able to
welcome Mr. Levine as a faculty
member at the 2009 SCBWIL.A. Working Writer’s Retreat.
Q:  I used to picture the
eminent Arthur A. Levine as
an elderly gentleman with
curling grey hair, stately
nose, pince-nez…the kind
of portrait viewed only in
profile. Sitting alone in a
study, caricatures come easily. You stress the importance
of remembering that editors
are real people. How will
this benefit a new writer
hoping to forge the ideal
author/editor relationship?
How did you know about my
pince-nez? LOL. No, actually I
do feel that ANY functional relationship has to evolve out of real,

Kite Tales
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accurate perceptions of the other
person. And that’s especially
germane to a relationship that is
BASED on communication. The
way one “hears” feedback, for
instance, is determined by one’s
understanding of the person
who’s giving it, no? (That’s
ideally an aspect of crit. groups
too, isn’t it; we know the other
people in the group, and understand “where the person’s coming
from” when someone is speaking
about our manuscript.)
For a new writer looking to
FIND a “match” with an editor
who shares his or her tastes and
priorities and values, a cleareyed, real sense of who that
person is has got to be a prerequisite, doesn’t it? Again, it’s
like any other relationship in that
regard: if you wanted to make a
friend, or find a life partner, you
would face big obstacles if you
were idolizing (or demonizing)
the other person.
Q:  A reliable source says
you have “an uncanny knack
for detecting talent, and the
patience of a saint.” Where
does one learn such virtues?
Well, that’s very nice feedback,
so first of all, thanks. To speak
about the first part: I am definitely looking for people with
unique and powerful talents. But
I’m just doing so as a reader. I’m
just trying to be aware of, and
honest about, my own responses
to a given text or artwork. Identifying the “talent” is just another
way of saying, “finding the work
of people that really moves me.”
(continued next page)
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As for patience? Well, I suppose
I’m just uncomfortably aware of
my own shortcomings, and that
(usually) makes me a little more
patient with others – especially
with anything creative. Art takes
its own time to get made, and
I’m rarely in a rush about that.
(On the other hand I am not particularly patient with things like
rudeness or discourtesy.)
Q:  Did your own childhood
teach you everything you
wanted to know about
being a child or has life with
your young son influenced
your outlook on children’s
books?
I would say that my own childhood gave me the emotional
building blocks on which all of
my judgment is built. Having a
son, reading to him, and watching what he does and does not
enjoy has also been helpful and
fascinating in many ways. Reading the books out loud to him
can be a great practical reminder
of why certain things are
important. There’s nothing like
reading a passage that feels “too
long” to remind one of the value
of a concise picture book text,
for instance. And as I watch him
watch the pictures while I read,
I’m reminded of that relationship
between art and text and how it
works in the real world.
It’s also cool that we sometimes
like the same things and sometimes like different things. And I
love what eclectic taste he has;
he often puts the lie to gross
generalizations about what boys
“will read;” and there are even
surprises about what he will
think is funny, etc.
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I don’t generalize from my son’s
reactions to what “any child”
would like, in other words. But
reading with him is great fun, and
it keeps me strongly connected
to the current literature from a
consumer’s perspective as well.
Q:  At a time when most
editors insisted American
children only wanted books
set in America, you couldn’t
resist a series about a British boarding school. The
Batchelder Award for Moribito: Guardian of Darkness is
evidence of your continued
success with publishing
stories from a variety of
countries. Is helping readers
step through the wardrobe
of U.S.-centric literature, to
see a wider world, part of
the mission of your imprint?
This is definitely part of the mission of Arthur A. Levine Books,
which we state as “Bringing the
best of the world’s literature to
American children.” Part of that
world is certainly North America
– and I’m very, very eager to
read the work of American
authors. But I’m also excited
about what’s being written and
drawn in other parts of the
world. In a sense, I feel like I have
an even better chance of producing an extraordinary list if I take
the whole world as a possible
point of origin. And I think that
works for readers too – there’s
an even better chance that more
readers will find great books to
love if they can choose from the
best stories and storytellers that
the whole world has to offer.
Q:  How does your experience as an editor impact on
your role as writer? Does
12

the editor rap the writer on
the knuckles; does the
writer kick the editor out
of the house before sitting
down at the computer?
Well, first of all, to be honest I
write very little. The last time I
sold a book to a publisher was in
2003. And that’s not coming out
until 2010 (it’s called MONDAY
IS ONE DAY.) But even there –
the vagaries of picture book production are hard to understand
from the outside, and I guess I’m
a little more patient with the
process, knowing how difficult
it can be to control. And then on
the other side, I’m more sympathetic to how a writer might feel,
waiting for their picture book for
so many years.
So the help I get from this dual
writer/editor experience is
mostly one of perspective. In
the actual “Get in the chair and
write” part of it, I’m just as alone
as the next writer. There’s no editor offering to bring me coffee.
Q:  At some point, every editor mentions the necessity
of finding one’s voice, “as if,”
in Jane Yolen’s words, “the
damned thing is lost somewhere: behind the desk, under the computer, in back of
the commode.”1 What tips
do you have for the
valiant writer embarking on
the quest of the vanishing
voice?
Don’t be self-conscious about
“voice.” Focus on the characters
and try to come to as deep an
understanding of them as you
can. When you’re making observations just try to be as real
(continued next page)
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and honest as you can. When
you’re reading the section over,
ask yourself, “Really? Is that how
she’d say that?” etc.
Q:  In our L.A. region resides
our local legend – Lisa Yee.
Beginning authors listen
in awe to the story of how
Lisa landed a contract with
Levine before writing the
right book. Was it magic,
was it luck, or … ?
Talent.Yes, it was talent. Lisa
showed a gift for comedy in her
very first communications and
submissions. That the first things
she sent weren’t published isn’t
surprising. What is impressive is
that she kept working and refining her manuscript (exclusively,
with one editor) until it was truly
right and ready to be published.
Q:  You are a member of the
SCBWI Advisory Board and
regularly figure on the faculty at SCBWI events. What
do you consider the most
valuable benefits of SCBWI
membership to a children’s
writer or illustrator?
There are so many benefits,
but to pick two: There’s really
no other place to get the kind
of learn-as-you-go education
in both craft and business that
SCBWI provides. And there’s no
better way to find a community
to support you while you work.
Q:   How would you suggest attendees prepare for
the September SCBWI-L.A.
Working Writer’s Retreat in
order to maximize the experience? What do you hope to
take away from the event?
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Well, I’d love it if they read some
of the books I publish, which
they can pick from www.arthuralevinebooks.com. I’m always
perplexed when people ask me if
something is “right for Scholastic”
rather than right for my imprint.
Since Scholastic is a big publisher
with many different parts. And
mine has a pretty distinct personality. So get to know it a bit.
And I guess I suggest people
prepare to treat me as someone
with information and experience that might help them, rather
than a door that has to be pushed
through. Then we’ll ALL get the
most out of our time together.
Q:  More writers are using
‘work for hire’ options to
earn an income before they
get that increasingly elusive
hit with a major publisher.
Does this strategy disadvantage an author who hopes
to make it in the literary
market?
Ask Judy Blundell, the author
of What I Saw and How I Lied this
question.2
Q:   “Picture books live!” you
exclaimed at the summer
conference, when debunking the fallacy of the falling
picture book. Now critics
insist the entire publishing
model is obsolete. Myth or
portent? Are ‘flexibility’ and
‘reinvention’ words for the
future? What do they mean
for an editor or an author?
I think we are in flux in terms
of how books are published and
sold. But on the other hand, I
don’t think we will soon change
13

how books are written or edited. A character is a character. A
story is a story. Our jobs remain
the same – yours to create these
great characters and the stories
in which they live. And my job is
to help you do that. The rest we
can’t worry about.
Q:  Everyone knows you are
on the lookout for the next
J.K. Rowling. Don’t bother
denying it. Just tell me how
to be her.
If what you mean is that I’m on
the lookout for the next incredibly talented writer whose inventive books are loved by readers
everywhere — I don’t deny that.
And I find those writers all the
time.
One good way to emulate J.K.
Rowling is to write the story you
want to write whether or not it’s
part of a “hot genre” (fantasy was
“dead” at the time she submitted
her first book). And it wouldn’t
hurt to work on the manuscript
for several years, polishing it,
before anyone sees it. Just as she
did.
Find out more about Arthur A. Levine
and his imprint at:
http://www.arthuralevinebooks.
com. Read another interview with Mr.
Levine at: http://www.underdown.
org/levine.htm.
Yolen, Jane. Take Joy: A Writer’s
Guide to Loving the Craft.
Writer’s Digest Books, 2006.

1

Daniel Handler asks Judy Blundell
about winning the National Book
Award at:
http://www.schoollibraryjournal.
com/article/CA6624886.html.

2
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Up for
Adoption

If your story makes it to my door, it’s time
to let go. You can be sure I will do my best
to nurture it, tend it, and let it run free.

by Joe Cepeda
Someone holds a story in their arms.
They cradle it with pride … and sigh
in relief that the delivery was healthy.
They think back on how once it
was only an idea that quickened
their pulse or made them smile.
Then came the struggle, the
hard work — long hours, days,
weeks … years maybe. Now it’s
come to this — time to give it
up for adoption.
Why a story came to be, from what time and place
it was conceived, and what the journey was that
ultimately led it to my studio is something I rarely
know. What I do know is someone else started it and
I’m going to finish it.
So, when the story stork leaves a little bundle of joy
at my doorstep, I greet the gift with open arms. Some
babies I know right away, others I get to know after
close examination —checking to make sure all digits
are accounted for, looking for healthy teeth.

or poetic, they float in space (Nappy Hair, Alfred A.
Knopf, 1997, or Daring Dog and Captain Cat, Simon &
Schuster, 2001), while others are more plot-driven,
going from point A to B in a less circuitous fashion
(Big Bushy Mustache, Alfred A. Knopf, 1998, or The
Swing, Arthur A. Levine Books, 2006). In the former,
I’m more likely to paint a purple sky or a turquoise
tree, while in the latter, I’ll probably color the sky
blue and the trees a normal green. That’s just the first
glance.
Long before I knew I was going to become a
children’s book illustrator, I heard a professor speak
about illustrating children’s stories: “Why would
you just illustrate the words? That’s an insult to the
author. The words should be beautiful as they are.” As
a result, a large part of what I do is look for pictures,
scenes, and character traits not necessarily mentioned
in a manuscript — the images between the words. I
want to invent. I want to create. I want to write the
illustrations as much as I want to paint them. And, to
be perfectly honest, I wouldn’t be in the business of
illustrating books if I didn’t feel I wasn’t afforded that
opportunity.
(continued next page)

And there it is … the decision to keep her.
I take a deep breath, realizing this is a responsibility I
must undertake with as much integrity, honesty, and
diligence as I can muster. I ready myself to give the
love and care it needs before sending it out into the
world. As difficult as it might be for this story’s birthparent to accept — it’s my job now.
Every story has its own personality. Some are wild
and turbulent. Some serene. My basic philosophy is
to surrender to the story. Like most kids, it’s happy
to tell me what it wants. Its cadence, its essence, its
humor all contribute to show me how to paint it.
One of the first things I ask myself about a story is how
much it relies on gravity. Some stories are abstract
Kite Tales
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Illustration by Joe Cepeda from Why Heaven is Far Away,
by Julius Lester, Scholastic Press, 2002
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Illustration by Joe Cepeda from Big Bushy Mustache by Gary Soto, Knopf Books forYoung Readers, 1998

Don’t get me wrong. I’m not interested in skewing
the illustrations such that they lose connection with
the story. Making inspired illustrations is exactly that,
making inspired illustrations. For me, a true and honest
response to an author’s words is part understanding,
part agreement, and many leaps of faith.
I know the author has already taken a leap of faith
in giving their baby into my care. For my part, I’m
looking to bound courageously into the unknown as
often as I can. It’s not that I seek out a curious kind
of chaos, and I certainly don’t want to be reckless.
My job is to shepherd this lovely being into becoming

something even more beautiful. Looking at my last
twenty or so books, I know I haven’t always nailed it in
every picture. There are some clunkers that make me
cringe. With brave strokes comes potential peril. But
without taking risks, nothing great can result either.
The same professor once said about editorial
illustration, “The quicker you run to research, is
the quicker you run away from invention.” I agree.
I’m not referring to consistency, authenticity,
thoroughness, accuracy...I’m suggesting, instead,
not limiting oneself to the predictable. Sticking to
the script is confining. Our charges need to thrive
freely. Think of the wonder that is a Rube Goldberg
machine. Its foundation is in the laws of physics, and
it uses complex engineering to perform a simple
task, but it is in the unexpected way it goes about it
that makes it the best kind of toy ever.
If your story makes it to my door, it’s time to let go.
You can be sure I will do my best to nurture it, tend
it, and let it run free.We’ll cross our fingers and hope
it doesn’t get in too much trouble along the way,
and that it will eventually bloom into a fully-grown
beauty, teeth intact.
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Illustration by Joe Cepeda from Hey You! C’mere! A Poetry Slam
by Elizabeth Swados, Arthur A. Levine Books, 2002

Joe has illustrated more than twenty picture books, as well
as young adult titles, and book jackets. He also remains
active in illustrating for the magazine market, and is
sought after as a public speaker at schools and conferences.
www.joecepeda.com
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Nothing Happens Nowhere – Landscaping Your Story
by Marilyn Cram-Donahue
My twelfth grade English
teacher, Miss Cleghorn, said that
character, plot, and setting were
the elements of fiction — in that
order. “Create a character, give
that character a problem to solve,
and you have a story.”
I raised my hand. “What about
setting?”
“Well, of course. A story has to
happen somewhere. Try to make
the place interesting.”
Interesting?
Think of the shifting staircases
at Hogwarts and the fourteenth
century streets of The Midwife’s
Apprentice. Close your eyes
and walk the haunted coast of
Cornwall in Over Sea, Under Stone.
Wander through the Hundred
Acre Wood and find the places
where Eeyore, and Piglet, and
Pooh shared their lives with
Christopher Robin.
We all operate in time and space,
and so do our characters. But
every worthwhile story must
have a sense of place, a vision of
the unique landscape in which
characters live and breathe, grow
and change. It is from this sense
of place that action and dialogue
flow naturally. Sorry, Miss Cleghorn. Interesting doesn’t begin to
describe a memorable setting.
When I look at my own writing,
I find that, in almost every
instance, this sense of place was my
starting point. The Crooked Gate,
my first book for children, began
Kite Tales

Illustration by Karyn Raz

when I saw a house standing
alone in a field. It had once been
an attractive farm house, but was
drowning in ivy and listing like
a ship at sea. I rough-sketched it
on a piece of unlined paper and
put the drawing away. Later, in
a small beach town, I noticed a
crooked gate, hanging from one
hinge, swinging in the wind:
the perfect accompaniment to
my listing house. I sketched in
the lopsided gate, then asked
myself some questions: What
kind of person would live in this
place? What if a child had to go
16

there and stay with this person?
Who would come to visit? And I
wrote:
The crooked gate was the first thing
Cass saw. Later, she wondered why,
for the whole house had a patchedtogether kind of look, like a jigsaw
puzzle without all its parts.Tendrils
of ivy trailed up the chimney wall
and hung like green icicles melting
from the protruding eaves. Most of the
shutters were loose and flapped
noisily in the sea breeze, like blinking
eyelids.
(continued next page)
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Whenever I begin a
new project, I create
a believable world in
which my characters
can move around. I start
with the rough sketch
and only then move into
narrative and dialogue.

I taped on another piece of paper,
making a longer rectangle, and
let my pencil wander as I roughsketched the nearby village. A
pier, with a whirling carousel,
reached out into the ocean, the
cliffs that lined the beach became
full of caves that could flood at
high tide.
Later, when I visited classrooms
and talked about this book, kids
told me that the setting reached
out and pulled them in. “I wanted
to be there,” one young reader
said. Then she smiled and added,
“I was there!”
Now, whenever I begin a new
project, I create a believable
world in which my characters
can move around. I start with the
rough sketch and only then move
into narrative and dialogue. Why
don’t you try it now?
Take a piece of paper and write “I
Am From” at the top. The world
you will be sketching is your old
neighborhood, the place where
you grew up. Draw a couple of
lines across the center of the
paper. This is the street you lived
on. Now sketch in the houses,
the fences, the places where you
played Hide and Seek and Kick
the Can. Label the houses. Try to
visualize the people who lived in
them. Jot down notes: Mrs. Laurel
had a chow dog with a black tongue.
Jonas Patton put bubble gum in my
hair.TheWallaby house was haunted.
Keep asking Who? What? Where?
When? Why?
Somewhere in this process, you
will remember a spot that was
special to you. Perhaps another
character will enter the scene.
He or she speaks.You remember
something you thought you had
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forgotten … or wish you had
forgotten.
When I sketched my own Main
Street, I started out with the
truth and wandered into fiction.
I was the main character for a
few minutes. Then a shift in voice
took place, and a girl named
Angie was living in my old house
and sleeping in my bed. As I
continued writing, she began
to develop her own preferences
and problems until she stood
alone, ready to tell her own
story — Moonstone Summer.
Get out a fresh piece of paper
and landscape your next
story. Use strong verbs and
adjectives to evoke sensations
and emotions. Create a sense of
setting that pulls your readers
into the adventure, that even Miss
Cleghorn would recognize as far
more than “interesting” — that
has become the glue holding the
reader in place.
Marilyn Cram-Donahue has
published 30 books and over 500
articles and short stories, and is
working on two novels and a memoir.
She conducts workshops on the
importance of creating believable
settings, the monthly Inland Empire
SCBWI schmooze, and serves as a
career advisor for Pomona College,
and a consultant to the National
Writing Project at UCR. http://
marilyndonahue.wordpress.com
Karyn Raz’s paintings have been
commissioned for galleries, magazines,
advertisements, and invitations,
and recognized by the Society of
Illustrators of NewYork and Los
Angeles. Karyn is a graduate of Brown
University and Art Center College of
Design, and lives and works in Santa
Monica. www.karynraz.com
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An Interview with Newbery
Medalist Cynthia Kadohata
by Nina Kidd
Last April’s SCBWI-L.A.Writer’s Day featured a
presentation by 2005 Newbery Medalist Cynthia
Kadohata. Though she was born in Chicago, has
lived in New York, and derives her writing energy
from traveling around in what she calls “this amazing
country,” she lives and works in Covina, so we can
claim her as a Southern California novelist. Since
her Newbery-winning novel, Kira-Kira, Cynthia has
written several acclaimed books such as Cracker,
Weedflower, and Outside Beauty. Now she is finishing her
ninth novel while raising her adopted son, Sammy,
accompanied 24-7 by their Doberman, Shika.
After her Writer’s Day presentation, we asked
Cynthia for further thoughts on the writing life, and
her own process.
Q: You have said that in USC journalism
school you were concentrating on finding
your writing voice, now such a striking
feature in your books for young people.
Does that process continue, and can you
mention any Aha! moments along the way?
The revelation to me was that writers do have a voice.
I guess I was an ignoramus. Two books that really
influenced me regarding voice were Joan Didion’s
Slouching Towards Bethlehem, and James Agee’s Let Us
Now Praise Famous Men. I think the character’s voice
and the author’s voice are the same thing. But I have
to change the voice every time I write a book. It’s
based in my own sensibility — a joining together.
I never think there is confusion about who the
character is, but my editor definitely does and she
may say, ‘this doesn’t seem like the character.’ Once
my editor asked me if I was sleepy because I had all
this sleepiness in these scenes and it really didn’t fit.
It was coming from someplace besides the character.
I think my writing voice was intact from the early
eighties. What wasn’t intact was the ability to write a
story. That took me a long, long time to learn, and I
struggled mightily.
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Cynthia Kadohata doing research for her next book.
From a photo by Joan Graham.

Q: You have published short stories as
well as novels. Could you talk about any
contributions short story writing made to
your development as a novelist?
Nobody else you talk to might say this, but to me
writing the short stories kind of impeded my
development as a novelist. Now it’s kind of weird,
but the person who wrote those short stories and the
person who writes my novels seem like two different
writers. I almost feel like two different parts of my
brain were being used.
Once I started writing children’s novels, I had to start
visualizing a novel as a whole. I didn’t think I could
write with an outline; but now I never begin to write
scenes until I have an outline. I sort of let the story
form in my mind and the form of it really transcends
details. If some detail doesn’t contribute to the form,
then I know it should get thrown out.
(continued next page)
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Q: Can you recall an example?
My new novel is about boys who escape from being
under arrest by the North Vietnamese. Someone
who’d really escaped from a prison camp told me he
was so terrified at the time that he literally couldn’t
remember how he got away. I put it in a draft and
my editor said it sounds terribly unbelievable that
he couldn’t remember, so sometimes my editor is a
reality check.
Q: You describe yourself as a passionate
traveler and say you feel most like yourself
when you are exploring this country. For
you, how does place become part of a novel?
For Weedflower and Cracker!, I worked entirely on
finding that sense of place before I went on. Like, with
Cracker!, I got maps of the terrain as it was during the
[Vietnam]War. Just seeing where the jungles were and
where the villages were, I was really able to get a sense
of place. I don’t think I could have started either of
those novels without having the place out there first.
I love discovering a sense of place in a story. If the
place is off, then the whole story is off, since you’re
writing about a character responding to and living in
a certain place. With a different place but the same
character, you’d have a totally different novel.
Q: Do you recall anything unusual about
writing Kira-Kira even as you and your editor
worked on it?
Kira-Kira was the only novel my editor didn’t beat me
up on. For some reason I had the voice nailed from
the beginning. I think that’s because more than any
other children’s book, I just used myself as a model
for the character. Also, I hadn’t written for a few
years, so I had a lot of pent-up writing inside of me.
And, finally, my previous dog, with whom I was very,
very close, was dying that year and I had a lot to say
about dying.
Q: Did your attitude about your writing
change at all, post-Newbery Medal?
I had already signed for four books before I won the
Newbery, so I kind of had those ideas [beforehand].
I think if I didn’t I would have been self-conscious.
[Also] my editor is very, very rigorous, and she hasn’t
changed since I won the Newbery. So with or without
Kite Tales
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the prize, she’s still going to beat me up a bit on any
manuscript I turn in.
Q:What writing reminders or encouragements
do you have for yourself?
I have something that I think about all the time: Make
a mess, then clean it up. I don’t censor myself. I can
go on expanding my outline without really thinking
or being self conscious. So I sort of make a mess in
my first draft. The work after that is cleaning it up.
Q: When you’re not writing, what do you like
to do with your son Sammy and your dog
Shika?
Definitely go for walks, but Shika is very strong and
pulls very hard. I took her to obedience training once
but it didn’t really work out. They had to put us off
to the side because she’s so animal-aggressive. We do
like to go for walks, but it’s hard to make her heel.
Q: What’s new in your writing life?
My 2010 book is called A Million Shades of Grey. It
was supposed to come out in Autumn 2009, but
I just couldn’t nail it. The place is Vietnam and the
time is the early 1970s. The main character is a young
Montagnard boy who is one of the elephant handlers
for his clan. The novel is about how a young boy
responds during the fall of Vietnam.
You can learn more about Cynthia Kadohata at her
website: www.kira-kira.us. Find other interviews with
Cynthia at: WOW! Women on Writing interview: http://
wow-womenonwriting.com/1-cynthiakadohata.php,
and Cynthia Leitich-Smith: http://cynthialeitichsmith.
blogspot.com/2006/02/author-feature-cynthiakadohata.html.
Nina Kidd founded the magazine, Palisades Previews
(later LA West), in 1978 and continued as contributing
editor long after she sold it. In 1991, she published her
first children’s book, returned to teaching high-school
photography and magazine journalism in 1992, and is
currently seeking representation for her latest middle grade
novel, Showtime!
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To Market, To Market
by Vicki Arkoff

Books
FACTS ON FILE: 132 West 31st St., New York,
NY 10001. www.factsonfile.com. Facts On File
is an award-winning publisher of print and online
reference materials for schools and libraries. The
strength of the imprints — including Chelsea
House, which publishes curriculum-based nonfiction
books for middle and high school students — lies
in American history, particularly multicultural
studies, women’s history, world history, and global
issues. “We have strong curriculum-based titles in
science, ecology, and cultural studies, and offer
biographical dictionaries and encyclopedias across a
wide range of disciplines. Our consumer products
feature career guides, health sourcebooks, and
criminology titles, as well as A-to-Z compendiums
on popular culture, literature, and the arts.” Books
include stand-alone titles and series. Authors can
submit a proposal that fits with an existing series,
creates a new one, or is an original work. Query
with an overview of your subject, the intended
audience, a brief description of the contents, and a
sample chapter or headword list. Include a list of the
relevant competition and an indication of how your
book will fill a specific niche in the market. Also
include your writing accomplishments and relevant
experience. Mail proposals to Editorial Director
or e-mail to editorial@factsonfile.com. Detailed
submissions guidelines at website. (CBI: 5/09)
SCHOLASTIC: 557 Broadway, New York, NY
10012. www.scholastic.com. According to the
Children’s Book Council, Scholastic is currently
accepting unsolicited manuscripts, though
Scholastic’s website says otherwise. The publisher’s
catalog includes a wide range of fiction and nonfiction books including board books, picture books,
novels, and licensed titles for all ages from pre-K to
YA. (CBC: 5/09)
SOTO PUBLISHING COMPANY: PO Box 10,
Dade City, FL 33526. www.sotopublishingcompany.
com. This new small press focuses on the young
adult and children’s market and is seeking
manuscripts. According to publisher Pedro Soto,
Kite Tales
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“We have one book on the market and two more on
the way. We have as our goal and within our budget
six, maybe seven books for 2009. Our goal is to
publish five to seven books per year in the first few
years of business and increasing output afterwards.”
Pays $250-2,500 advance with net royalties of 2550% (50% percent for novels, 25% for illustrated
books; the illustrator splits net profits with author.
The company sends out 50-100 review copies of
each book, and currently has a national wholesaler
in place. “We will be adding another specifically
targeting the library sector. We sell direct to
bookstores, chain and independents, and will be
adding fulfillment services, tied into the wholesaler,
to process all orders. Finding a national distributor
will be our next milestone.” (CBI: 5.09)
SEEDLING PUBLICATIONS: 520 E. Bainbridge
Street, Elizabethtown, PA 17022. www.seedlingpub.
com. This division of educational publisher
Continental Press is currently accepting manuscripts
for the emergent reader using natural language and
supportive text, which will be marketed directly to
schools. Seedling focuses on fiction and nonfiction
leveled readers and other materials that support
early literacy in pre-K through second grade.
Familiarity with Reading Recovery (see www.
readingrecovery.org), guided reading, and other
reading intervention programs is essential. Stories
should be written in the 8, 12, or 16-page format
only, 25-300 words. Fiction manuscripts must
feature well-developed plots with a beginning,
middle, and end. Nonfiction manuscripts should
include accurate facts and details and should be
presented in language appropriate for independent
readers. No rhyming stories, full-length picture
books, poetry, chapter books or religious material.
Mail entire manuscript with a brief cover letter to
Seedling Submissions Editor. Illustrations are not
necessary, but notes about the illustrations may be
included. (CBI: 5/09)

Abbreviations: A: Agency. CBC: Children’s Book
Council. CBI: Children’s Book Insider. CW:
Children’s Writer. P: Publisher. PL: Publishers
Lunch. PW: Publishers Weekly.
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Magazines
BOY’S QUEST: PO Box 227, Bluffton, OH
45817-0227. www.funforkidzmagazines.com.
Published six times a year, Boy’s Quest is for boys
ages 6-13, with readers ages 8-10 being the target
age. Editors are looking for material that fits the
issue’s theme and deals with timeless topics such as
pets, nature, hobbies, science, sports, games, and
careers. Fiction (about 500 words) should feature
lively writing from a 10-year-old boy’s viewpoint,
with the characters directly involved in a wholesome
and unusual activity. Nonfiction (200-500 words)
submissions accompanied by strong photos are
more likely to be accepted. Also: puzzles, poems,
cooking, carpentry projects, jokes, and riddles. Pays
a minimum of five cents a word for both fiction
and nonfiction; more with photos or art. Pays a
minimum of $10 per poem or puzzle, with variable
rates offered for games, carpentry projects, etc.
Buys first American and serial rights; pays upon
publication. Authors can view sample articles at
www.funforkidzmagazines.com/samples. Current
theme list also at website. Send entire manuscript
addressed to Submissions Editor. (CBI: 5/09)
CHILDREN’S WRITER: 95 Long Ridge
Road, West Redding, CT 06896-0811. www.
childrenswriter.com. A 12-page monthly newsletter
reporting on the marketplace for children’s
writing — books, articles, stories, plays, activities,
and more. Current news, trends, tips, how to
write to publish for an audience of beginningto-established professional writers interested in
learning more and keeping up-to-date on writing
for children, selling their writing, and the juvenile
publishing industry in general. CW aims to report
and analyze current markets in articles and columns.
Editor Susan Tierney seeks: wide range of lead
articles (1,700-2,000 words with sidebars and
minimum of six interviews included; pays $300),
features (about the writing process and maintaining
a writing career; 1,700-2,000 words; pays $300),
and columns (750 words each with sidebar of 125
words in three different rotating areas each issue:
craft, profession, insider interviews, inspiration,
research, and commentary; pays $200). Style is
professional, encouraging, practical, and very
tightly written with solid sources, most particularly
editors, using quotes throughout. E-mail
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submissions are highly preferred: cwtierney@
ChildrensWriter.com. Responds in approximately
one month. Buys first-time rights. Detailed
submission guidelines and editor wants at website.
(CW: 5/09)

Contests
AIM MAGAZINE’S YA FICTION CONTEST:
America’s Intercultural Magazine is sponsoring a
short story contest for the best fiction that promotes
brotherhood among people and cultures. The
YA magazine aims to purge racism through the
written word. Contest entries must be previously
unpublished fiction, 1,000-4,000 words. No
religious material. Winner receives $100 and
publication in the magazine. Submission deadline:
Aug. 15. Submit to: submissions@aimmagazine.
org with “Short Story Submission” in the subject
line. Or, mail with SASE to Ruth Apilado, Associate
Editor, AIM Magazine. P.O. Box 390, Milton, WA
98354-0390. More info at www.aimmagazine.org.
(CBI: 5/09)
CHILDREN’S WRITER READALOUD
FOLKTALE OR FANTASY CONTEST: A folktale,
legend, fairytale, or other fantasy story for early
readers, age 7, to 500 words. Stories should be
written at the appropriate age level so a child can
read them independently. Entries will be judged on
creativity, voice, and writing style. “Publishability”
is the ultimate criterion. Include sources if the story
is a retelling. Entries must be received by October
31, 2009. Current subscribers to Children’sWriter
enter free. For all others, the entry fee is $13, which
includes an eight-month subscription. Winners will
be announced in the March 2010 issue. Prizes: $500
for first place plus publication in Children’sWriter;
$250 for second place; and $100 for third, fourth,
and fifth places. Mail to: Children’sWriter, Folktale
Contest, 93 Long Ridge Road, West Redding, CT
06896. (CW: 5/09)
THE NEW VOICES AWARD: Lee & Low Books’
10th annual award for $1,000 and a publishing
contract is given for a children’s fiction or nonfiction
picture book by a writer of color. The contest
is open to U.S. residents who’ve not previously
published a children’s picture book. Manuscripts
(continued next page)
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should address the needs of children of color by
providing stories with which they can identify, and
which promote a greater understanding of one
another. Submissions may be fiction, nonfiction or
poetry for ages 5-12. Folklore and animal stories
will not be considered. Manuscripts should be no
more than 1,500 words in length, typed doublespaced, and should be accompanied by a cover letter
with author’s name and contact information, a
brief biographical note, relevant cultural and ethnic
information, how the author heard about the award,
and publishing history, if any. Up to two manuscripts
may be submitted, but each manuscript should be
submitted separately. Address to Lee & Low Books,
95 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016. Attn:
New Voices Award. Deadline for submissions is
September 31, 2009. Exclusive submissions only
while under award consideration. The winner will
be announced by December 31, 2009. An Honor
Award winner will receive a cash grant of $500. For
more info: www.leeandlow.com. (CBI: 5/09)

Agents
BENT AGENCY: Jenny Bent left Trident Media
Group to form The Bent Agency. Her 15 years in
publishing included a stint at Cader Books. (PL:
3/09)
EDEN STREET: Liza Pulitzer Voges has opened
the literary agency, Eden Street, representing
authors and illustrators of children’s books. She was
previously at Kirchoff Wohlberg for 25 years where
she created and managed their literary department.
(PW: 4/09)
THE HERMAN AGENCY: Children’s poet
Jill Corcoran has joined as an Associate Agent
representing MG and YA authors. She is actively
seeking clients; see www.hermanagencyinc.com
for submission guidelines. “If you can make me
laugh or even smile, you are my kind of writer,” she
says. “Even in a serious literary book, there is room
for humor.” She is especially looking for “funny
boy books that are mixed prose and graphic novel
a la Wimpy Kid, Bruce Hale’s Prince of Underwhere,
and even full graphic novels like Bone.” E-mail
submissions are preferred, without attachments, and
with the word “Query” in the subject line, to: Jill@
HermanAgencyInc.com. (A: 5/09)
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THE McVEIGH AGENCY: 345 West 21st
Street, New York, NY 10011-3035. www.
themcveighagency.com. Mark McVeigh, former
Editorial Director of Aladdin Paperbacks at Simon
& Schuster Children’s Books, is now a book
agent heading up a new independent agency.
He represents children’s and adult writers and
artists/photographers, and is actively expanding
his client list. Submit query letters to: mark@
themcveighagency.com. “Please do not send hard
copies unless requested: we try to be green!”
McVeigh is especially seeking: picture books “that
are character-driven, funny, and with a totally kidcentric hook; chapter books; middle-grade books
for both boys and girls, especially manuscripts that
have series potential;YA of all sorts, from comic
to angst-y, from envelope-pushing, issue-related to
swooningly romantic; graphic novels; unusual or
very topical nonfiction.” (A: 5/09)
WILLIAM MORRIS ENDEAVOR: The head of
Endeavor’s book department, Richard Abate, will
not stay on as part of the merged William Morris
Endeavor Entertainment. Jennifer Rudolph Walsh
will continue to run the merged book department
along with Suzanne Gluck. The Observer reports
that Abate is “rumored to be in the process of
reconstituting his operation as an independent
literary agency.” (PL: 4/09)
ZACHARY SHUSTER HARMSWORTH
AGENCY: Former Houghton Mifflin publisher
Janet Silver is joining Zachary Shuster Harmsworth
as an agent and literary director in their Boston
office. (PL: 4/09)

Changes
ABRAMS: Sheila Keenan has joined as senior editor,
working on the Abrams ComicArts list, reporting to
executive editor Charles Kochman. Most recently
she was at Scholastic, where she helped launch their
Graphix comics imprint. (PW: 5/09)
DISNEY-HYPERION: Joann Hill has joined as
design manager. She was formerly creative director
at Clarion Books, and had previously worked at
Hyperion Books for Children/Disney Press and
Knopf and Crown Books for Young Readers. (PW:
5/09)
(continued next page)
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HATCHETTE: In a surprise announcement, Kate
Wilson, group managing director of Scholastic U.K.
for nearly five years, resigned to become CEO of
Headline, in a newly created role. Alan Hurcombe,
Scholastic UK’s director of finance, operations, HR
and IT, will become acting group managing director
at Scholastic U.K. (PW: 3/09)
HODDER EDUCATION: Philip Walters will
retire as chief executive in October, a post he has
held for 30 years. (PL: 3/09)
LITTLE, BROWN CHILDREN’S: Lauren Hodge
has been promoted to assistant editor. (PW: 5/09)
PENGUIN: Jennifer Haller, VP and associate
publisher of the children’s book group at Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt, has moved to the Penguin Young
Readers Group as VP and associate publisher. She
reports to Don Weisberg, president of the division.
In the newly created position, Haller will oversee
the publishing programs for all Penguin Young
Readers Group imprints. Penguin has also hired
longtime Simon & Schuster editor Denise Roy, who
will move to Plume as senior editor. She will also
acquire hardcovers for Dutton and Hudson Street
Press. (PL: 3/09, 4/09)
RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN’S BOOKS:
Former head of Random House Children’s books,
and founder of Lookybook, Craig Virden, 56, passed
away following a pulmonary embolism. (PL: 5/09)
SCHOLASTIC: David Levithan has been promoted
to VP, editorial director for Scholastic Trade
Publishing. He had been executive editorial director
for Scholastic Press Fiction, multimedia publishing,
and PUSH, the paperback YA imprint that he
founded. (PL: 5/09)
SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S: In his
first major move since becoming the head of S&S
Children’s Publishing in January, Jon Anderson has
shaken up the management of several imprints. Justin Chanda, VP and publisher of S&S Books for
Young Readers, will assume responsibility for the
Atheneum and Margaret K. McElderry imprints.
Emma Dryden, who had been in charge of those
imprints as VP and publisher, is leaving the company
after 19 years, though she will continue to edit some
Kite Tales
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of her well-known authors, including Ellen Hopkins, Karma Wilson, and Alan Katz, in an advisory
capacity. Mara Anastas, VP and deputy publisher
of the Aladdin and Simon Pulse imprints, will add
the same responsibility for Little Simon and Simon
Spotlight. Also leaving are Frank Totaro, VP and deputy publisher for Little Simon and Simon Spotlight,
and Kevin Lewis, editorial director of the SSBYR
imprint and editor for the highly successful Spiderwick Chronicles. Several other jobs in the division have
also been eliminated. Also at S&S, Alexandra Cooper
has been promoted to senior editor from editor;
Annette Pollert was promoted to assistant editor
at Simon Pulse where she was previously editorial
assistant; and Lindsay Winget has joined Atheneum
Books for Young Readers as editorial assistant. She
had been a literary assistant at the Charlotte Sheedy
Literary Agency, and had also interned at Candlewick Press and Abrams Books for Young Readers.
(PW: 4/09, 5/09)
SOURCEBOOKS: Daniel Ehrenhaft joins as
a middle grade and YA acquisitions editor in
Sourcebooks’ New York office. Previously he was
with Alloy Entertainment. (PL: 3/09)
TEN SPEED PRESS/ TRICYCLE: Ten Speed Press
in Berkeley, Calif., has been sold to Random House.
Ten Speed, including its Tricycle imprint, will become part of the Crown Publishing Group, and editorial, marketing, publicity, design, and production
staff will remain in California. (PW: 3/09)
We do our best to provide current market information,
but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Please verify needs,
names, addresses, etc. before submitting and follow the
publisher’s guidelines. Never send original art. It has long
been traditional to include a SASE, however please note
that many major publishers have changed their policy:
most no longer return manuscripts or contact authors/
illustrators unless interested in their submissions.
Vicki Arkoff is a regular contributor to MAD Magazine,
MAD Kids, Girls Life, Nickelodeon, Midwest
Book Review, and HowStuffWorks.com and is an
authorized biographer and co-writer for such ’tween & teen
stars as The Cheetah Girls, and High School Musical
cast members. Her books include the Sinatra bestseller
(DK/Penguin 2007) and the upcoming anthology How
to Deal (Disney-Hyperion). varkoff@yahoo.com
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illustrator’s gallery

The Strange
Worlds of
Tanya
Maiboroda
“My earliest memory of
putting words and pictures
together was at age four,” says
Tanya Maiboroda. “My mother
taught me a lyrical poem by
the Russian writer Pushkin.
I desperately wanted that
strange imaginary world to
be real. Getting those images
out of my head and onto paper
made that world come alive.”
In art school, an illustration class
with a teacher newly arrived from
Germany introduced Tanya to the
world of European children’s
book illustration. At about
the same time, she discovered
the work of Swiss illustrator
Etienne Delessert, whose vivid
colors and fanciful compositions
became a significant influence.
She happened upon an exhibit of
his work one day while aimlessly
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wandering the streets of Paris. “It
was like stumbling into heaven.”
Tanya continues to be inspired by
the strange worlds that ordinary
people can stumble into.
Raised in northern California,
Tanya received a BFA in Graphic
Design from the California
College of Arts and Crafts in
Oakland. She is a freelance
book designer and illustrator
in Los Angeles. Three years ago
she joined SCBWI in order to
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seriously focus on a goal that
has never stopped nipping at her
heels: the full-color picture book.
At SCBWI-L.A. 2008 Illustrator’s
Day, Tanya won the Promo
Postcard Contest and a Judge’s
Choice Winner award for her
portfolio. She recently completed
illustrations for her first
educational book for EECI, Inc.
www.tanyamaiboroda.com
tmaiboroda@ca.rr.com
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Illustration byVeronicaWalsh

How to twitter online

Twitter, Tweeting and You
by Greg Pincus
Twitter.com is a wonderful way to connect with
people, meet fans, find answers to research
questions, and bring attention to events, articles,
news items or pretty much anything else. But how
does Twitter work…and how do you get started
using it?
One way to think of Twitter is like TV: it lets you
broadcast “tweets,” text messages of 140 characters
or less. People can tune-in directly to your broadcast
by becoming your Twitter “follower.” Similarly, you
can “follow” people and read their tweets.
To get an account (your own station, so to speak),
go to http://twitter.com and click on “Get Started.”
Choose your username carefully based on how
you’ll be using the account. Most people use their
own names for their Twitter ID, but anything with
15 characters or less works.
After you’ve clicked “Create Your Account,” you’re
asked to “See if your friends are on Twitter.” For
now, click “skip this step” near the bottom of the
screen. Next, Twitter will give you a list of people
you could follow. Again, “skip this step.”
You’ll now be on your Twitter “Home” page. In
the future, this page will be full of the tweets you
broadcast and tweets of the people you follow. At
the moment, of course, you don’t follow anyone nor
have you tweeted, so all you’ll see are suggestions
from Twitter.
Kite Tales
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To change that, type a message (remember: it’s
public!) in the “What are you doing?” window, then
click “Update.”You’ve tweeted!
After you’ve celebrated, click on “Settings” in the
upper right corner of the screen. Here’s where
you give people information about your “station” –
you can enter a bio, a URL, your location, and, by
clicking on the Picture button, you can add an image
that will be visible to whoever sees your tweets.
Most people add a picture of themselves.
Next, click on “Find People” at the top of your Twitter screen and search for people whose broadcasts
might interest you. When you find someone, click
on their username. That will bring you to their
Twitter “Profile” page showing their name, bio, and
recent tweets. Click “Follow” if you’d like to follow their tweets. When someone searches you out,
they’ll see your Profile page (so fill in that bio!). To
continue, click “Find People” again, or click “Home”
to return to your homepage when you’re done.
When you decide to follow someone, they receive
a message informing them. Similarly, you will
get a message whenever someone follows you.
Remember, you do NOT have to follow everyone
who follows you, and don’t expect someone to
follow you just because you follow them.You can
block people from following you, and, if you want,
you can “protect your updates” (on the Settings
page) so that no one can see your tweets without
your permission.
(continued next page)
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Tweeting well isn’t hard or time-consuming, and it
can be very worthwhile. So why not go to http://
twitter.com and get started? Be sure to say “hello”
once you’re tweeting!

Greg Pincus writes poetry, novels, and picture books and
blogs about children’s literature at http://gottabook.
blogspot.com. He talks social media strategy and
other related good stuff at The Happy Accident www.
thehappyaccident.net, and you can follow him on Twitter at
http://twitter.com/gregpincus.
VeronicaWalsh creates illustrations combining traditional
media with Photoshop. Her most recent illustrations are for
a picture book written by Susan Chodakiewitz, Too Many
Visitors for One Little House, and for the Los Angeles
Times “Kids’ Reading Room.” www.veronicawalsh.net

To get the maximum from Twitter, make the bulk of
your tweets informative and/or entertaining. John
Kremer offers a great list of ways to tweet at www.
bookmarket.com/50WaystoTweet.htm. Also, it’s
a good idea to browse how other folks have been
tweeting. For example, you can see my tweets at
http://twitter.com/gregpincus. Other writers/
illustrators like Neil Gaiman — http://twitter.
com/NeilHimself, Mitali Perkins — http://twitter.
com/mitaliperkins, Elizabeth Dulemba — http://
twitter.com/dulemba, and Susan Taylor Brown —
http://twitter.com/susanwrites, are worth a look.
You can direct a public message to an individual
by using the @symbol before their Twitter name
(for example, @SCBWI great conference lineup!)
or send a follower private messages via the Direct
Message (DM) feature. To learn more about these
and other techniques and resources that will
improve your Twitter experience, go to http://
bookpromotion.wetpaint.com/page/Twitter.
A word of caution — think before you tweet.
Even though only your followers see your messages
immediately, unless you’ve protected your updates,
tweets are public and searchable. Here’s an example
of what can happen if you aren’t careful — http://
www.ciscofatty.com!
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Why I Twitter
COMMUNITY — I host a weekly poetry
chat on Twitter and talk with poets and poetry
lovers on four continents, without ever leaving
my desk. I’ve celebrated with and spread the
word about other Twitterers’ good news and
interesting stories.
NETWORKING — I’ve met and mingled
with interesting people from all walks of life,
including many children’s literature-related
folks—writers, illustrators, readers, librarians,
bloggers, editors, and agents.
RESEARCH — I’ve used Twitter for research
in many projects, even asking New York Times
bestselling author @GrammarGirl an English
usage question.
PROMOTION — I’ve tweeted about my 30
Poets/30 Days project, a charitable auction I
was involved in, and my own blog posts. For
any who doubt the “power of Twitter” — 30
Poets/30 Days was tweeted about by a Twitter
superstar, and within three hours, more than a
thousand people had come from that tweet to
my blog to read poetry!
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through free offerings such as Wikipedia, and the
creation of communities through blogging and
instant messaging.

News From The Internet

Web 2.0: The Rules
of Getting Out There
Have Changed
by Narda Lacey Fargotstein
The Internet has been moving at lightning speed
through the stage dubbed Web 2.0. According to
strategist Jeremiah Owyang, www.web-strategist.
com/blog/2009/04/27/future-of-the-social-web,
the web is evolving from one of people connecting
to institutions to people connecting to each other.
As children’s writers and illustrators, we see this
evolution in our ability to join online groups, blog,
post photos and videos, twitter, and expand our
network of friends and colleagues by the hundreds
without leaving our chairs.

Craft your next project with
the future generation of web users
in mind. Let the web lead you
to where your readers lurk.
Owyang suggests that we are currently entering an
“Era of Social Colonization,” which, when mature,
will allow every digital experience to be social.
The evolution of the web to its current avatar has
been referred to as the transition from Web 1.0 to
Web 2.0. While the dotcom crash had some people
suggesting that the usefulness of the web had been
“overhyped,” others noticed that far from being
dead, the web had entered a new era of innovative
applications and sites that made it more important
than ever. Web 2.0 was born.
An important article detailing differences
between the old and new systems can be read
at: www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/oreilly/tim/
news/2005/09/30/what-is-web-20.html. Among
the host of transformations that has changed how
people and businesses behave, are how the “new”
web harnesses the collective knowledge base
Kite Tales
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These changes directly affect how children’s authors
and illustrators should view the way in which they
can promote themselves, stay in touch with their
readers, and create communities in which to share
knowledge and network. Amy Timberlake, author
of The Dirty Cowboy (Farrar, Strauss, Giroux 2003)
offers many suggestions to authors and illustrators
for how they can leverage web technology at
http://amybooks.squarespace.com/blog/category/
promotion.
When deciding how to promote your work, Amy
says, some questions you should address are 1) Who
is my audience? and 2) Where does my audience get
its news? These are the places news of your book
should be available. Some examples she lists are:
snail mail, e-mail, Facebook, MySpace, cell phones
(texting, twittering, voice mail), Internet, landline,
blogs, online newspapers, radio/podcasts, TV/cable.
Note how many of these sources are online.
A leading young people and children’s research
agency, Family Kids and Youth, located in the United
Kingdom, has a useful presentation entitled “BFFE
(Be Friends ForEver): the way in which adolescents
are using social networking sites to maintain
friendship and explore identity” at http://www.
kidsandyouth.com/conference_pdfs/WebSci09%20
Final%20Full%20Paper.pdf.
Consider taking as much advantage as you can of
Web 2.0 and the evolution of online communities
to promote yourself and your work, network with
your colleagues, and craft your next project with the
future generation of web users in mind. Let the web
lead you to where your readers lurk.
Narda Lacey Fargotstein won first prize in the Picture Book
category at the Orange County Editors’ Day, 2008. She is
always looking for new Internet sites and suggestions for
future columns. pfargot@verizon.net
We do our best to provide current information, but we
cannot guarantee its accuracy.The fact that information is
provided at SCBWI websites or in KITE TALES in no way
implies endorsement by SCBWI or SCBWI-L.A..
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From the Blog of a Children’s Book Editor

Definitions for the Perplexed
Got a New Book
Coming Out?
Tell your publisher’s
publicity person which
state awards it’s eligible
for. Go to the Central Los
Angeles Public Library
downtown, to the Children’s Literature department. Ask the librarian to
help you pull up “Awards
& Prizes from the
Children’s Book Council.”
The Library will maintain
the subscription only
if it’s used. It’s the only
resource of its kind! To
look up each state award
individually, you would
have to know the name
of the award or sponsoring agency.

Kite Tales

by Editorial Anonymous
Recently, the children’s book editor,
known online as
Editorial Anonymous,
posted a thread
entitled Definitions
for the Perplexed —
comprehensive
clarifications of
often confusing
publishing-terms.
KITE TALES would
like to thank the editor
for granting us permission
to reprint the posts here for
our readers.This column will be an
ongoing series. Editorial Anonymous
regularly provides useful information
and answers questions on a wide
variety of children’s literature subjects
at http://editorialanonymous.
blogspot.com.
“Cast-off ”
Let us begin at the beginning.
Well, actually, let us begin
somewhere in the middle.
When the designer has the
text and the art for a book (or
just the text, if there will be
no important art presence),
she goes into her fancy design
software and lays out the text
and the illustration together in
approximately the way it will
appear in the book.
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I say “approximately” because she
isn’t going to spend a bunch of
time finessing the details — this
is just the cast-off (or
prelim layouts). In a
longer book, she won’t
do more than a few
pages.
Then she’ll show
this to the editor,
so that they can
make some decisions
together: what typeface
will suit the book’s mood
and function best? How are
the illustrations or chapter heads
going to be treated? Do they
like this little ornament on the
page edge, or would this one
be better? etc. Different book,
different questions.
Authors and illustrators often
won’t see a cast-off, and in some
books’ cases, a cast-off doesn’t
happen. In those cases, the
designer goes straight to galleys.
Next time on Definitions for the
Perplexed — Galleys
From Editorial Anonymous:“If
you have questions, e-mail them
to editorialanonymous@hotmail.
com, and I’ll try to answer them.
But seriously, don’t try to query me
or submit to me. I’m anonymous. If
you submit to me or query me at this
e-mail address, I will use your letter/
submission on the blog. Be warned.”
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Bulletin Board

Events
Great News

Valerie Hobbs has won a 2009 California Young
Reader Medal for Sheep, her novel about the
adventures of a homeless Border collie.
www.valeriehobbs.com
Rebecca Langston-George received a Letter
of Merit in the poetry category from the 2009
SCBWI Magazine Merit committee for her action
rhyme “Peach Pie” (Highlights High Five, July 2008).
Michelle Markel has sold Brave Girl: Clara Lemlich
and the Shirtwaist Makers Strike Of 1909, a nonfiction
picture book, to Balzer and Bray/Harper Collins.
Caldecott Honor winner Melissa Sweet will be the
illustrator. Text, a literary publisher in Moscow, will
publish a Russian edition of her Dreamer From the
Village:The Story of Marc Chagall.
www.michellemarkel.com
Evermore, the first book in
Alyson Noel’s 5 book
Immortals series, has spent 8
weeks at #1 on the NewYork
Times Children’s Paperbacks
Bestseller List, debuted at
#3 on the Publisher’sWeekly
Children’s Fiction list, and
made the top 50 on the USA
Today bestseller list. It has been
nominated for YALSA’s Teen’s
Top Ten Award, and the foreign rights have been sold
to 12 territories, 7 of them at auction, and more
deals are in the works. www.alysonnoel.com
Sherrie Petersen won 3rd place in the 2009 Pikes
Peak Writers Fiction Contest: The Paul Gillette
Awards for her middle grade novel, Secret of Undine.
www.sherriepetersen.com
Michael Thal, author of Between TwoWorlds, signed
a contract with Royal Fireworks Publishing
Co. Between TwoWorlds depicts the life of David
Rothman, a teen violin virtuoso who suddenly loses
his hearing. www.authorsden.com/michaellthal
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Writer2Writer is a monthly chat with a children’s
or young adult author. All programs are free.
Unfortunately, the Flintridge Bookstore and
Coffeehouse in La Cañada Flintridge, where the
programs are held, suffered a setback when a truck
rammed through the store earlier this year. As a
result, Writer2Writer will be on hiatus July to
October while the store is being renovated. For
more information, e-mail Catherine Linka at:
catherineL@flintridgebooks.com.

Classes

UCLA Extension Writers’ Program
www.uclaextension.edu/writers
As the largest and most comprehensive universityrelated writing program in the nation, the UCLA
Extension Writers’ Program equips new and
practicing writers with the tools they need to tell
their stories and to seek out publication and
production. UCLA offers more than 500 annual
onsite and online writing courses in writing for the
youth market, as well as fiction, memoir, personal
essay, poetry, playwriting, publishing, feature film,
and television writing.
For more information: (310) 825-9415. To enroll:
(310) 825-9971 or (818) 784-7006.
Upcoming Courses:
• Thirty-Eighth Annual Writers Conference in
Children’s Literature, Elizabeth James,
Fri., Aug. 7-Mon., Aug. 10, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Writing for Children: A Beginning Workshop,
Paula Yoo, Weds., June 24-Aug. 26, 7-10 p.m.
• Structuring Your Picture Books Like the Pros
(Online), Merrily Kutner, Sep. 23-Nov. 25.

Save These Dates!
SCBWI Annual Summer Conference, Aug. 7-10.
www.scbwi.org/Conference.aspx?Con=2
SCBWI-L.A. Working Writer’s Retreat, Sept. 11-13
SCBWI-L.A. Down the Rabbit Hole, Sun., Oct. 18
SCBWI-L.A. Illustrator’s Day – Sat., Nov. 7
Go to www.scbwisocal.org/calendar.htm for
information on regional events.
Summer 2009
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Volunteer in the Spotlight:
Sally Jones Rogan

fantasy.” My, how things have changed! I’m grateful I
stayed in my make-believe world!
Career-wise, my writing hiccupped along. Highlights
for Children published “Myrtle’s Fortune” in 1992.
Other magazine sales, anthologies followed. A
submission to an SCBWI Summer Conference
resulted in ‘editorial cocktails’ in the infamous Plaza
lounge. Wow! This particular dream, though not
realized, was fun while it lasted!
About this time, a well-meaning friend volunteered
me as ‘Registration Queen’ for SCBWI-L.A. How
could I — three children, a job, my writing, and
volunteering? “You can do it!” she said.
“Easy for you to say,” I replied.

I

thought this old photo might be a
good way to introduce myself. An elf told me to
keep perfectly still or the dove would fly away. I
was practically blue by the time the camera clicked.
I haven’t changed that much … taller, hopefully
wiser, definitely more gravity-ravaged, but my
favorite places are still worlds of make-believe.
Reading was a passion, and on rainy, Welsh days,
which were actually most of the time, stories fueled
my imagination like coals in the grate. For sure,
that was I who stumbled through the wardrobe and
found the lamp post, a beacon in the dark forest.
Magic!
Lucky enough to have a job that involved extensive
travel, I lived a nomadic existence, eventually
sprouting roots in California. I wanted to write
children’s books; preferably those loved and lingered
over. A friend mentioned SCBW (no ‘I’ in those
days). After meeting a petite, redheaded woman,
passionate about excellent writing for children, I
knew that SCBWI was my beacon in the forest.
As SCBW grew by an extra letter and thousands
of members, so did my dreams. Volunteering was
not an option but I attended as many conferences
as possible. They were always inspirational
and informational. Sometimes, news was
discouraging … “Writing with anthropomorphic
characters is a waste of time. No publisher wants

Kite Tales
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She was right, of course.Years later, I’m still
volunteering! The experience has been incredibly
rewarding. During Writer’s and Illustrator’s Days
I’ve met dozens of dedicated and interesting folk,
gleaning information that has helped professionally.
SCBWI volunteers are amazingly giving of their
time and support at every stage, as many reading
this will already know. This year, I relinquish the
registration crown, but will continue as SCBWIL.A. board member and workshop coordinator.
Another SCBWI Summer Conference, a tip from
an SCBWI friend, and an agent’s request to read
my manuscript resulted in the publication of The
Daring Adventures of Penhaligon Brush by Alfred Knopf
in 2007. The sequel arrives August 2009. SCBWI
networking works!
Presently, I’m working on my biggest
challenge — setting a
story in a “real world”
environment! Sigh.
Through the window
I see the profusion
of roses entwining a
black, iron lamp post.
It looks pretty much
like the one Lucy
found … wait …
uh-oh, did I see two
huge, yellow eyes
peering from the
bushes? Magic!
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Writing Connections
To place an ad in Kite Tales:

Bring Your Books to Life!

Contact Bonnie Ferron at

Connect your books to the curriculum.
Provide handouts with activities related
to your book for teachers at school visits.
Get help from a retired school librarian/
educator with 35+ years of experience in
creating book-related classroom activities.

bonnieferron@earthlink.net

•

Ads must be submitted in pdf or jpg
format.

•

300 dpi preferred, black & white or color
O.K.

•

Link to your website at no extra charge.

Contact: Sandy Shuckett - shuckit@yahoo.com

Ad costs are for one calendar year
(4 issues) as follows:
•

Business card size:
3.5”w x 2”h = $30

•

1/4 page: 3.5”w x 3.75”h = $60

•

1/2 page: 7”w x 3.75”h = $90

•

Full page: 7”w x 8”h = $120

Present Perfect
Writing and Editorial Services
Specializing in:
! Grammar and punctuation
! Verse rhyme and scansion
! Dramatic structure

Make checks payable to: SCBWI-L.A.

Detailed critiques
$4.50 per page
$45.00 minimum
Discounts above 20 pages

Evelyn Hughes

Mail to: Kite Tales c/o SCBWI,
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 91308

Phone/fax (562) 433-5554
PrsPerfect@aol.com

Toot Your Horn in Kite Tales!
Twice a year, Kite Tales lists new books
written or illustrated by members for the
benefit of booksellers and librarians. Send us:
Title by author, illustrator
Ages ? and up
Genre and publisher
Author or book website
Is author SCBWI member?
Is illustrator SCBWI member?
Sorry, no self-published, print-on-demand or
subsidy/vanity press books.
email to: bonnieferron@earthlink.net or mail to
KITE Tales c/o SCBWI, P.O. Box 4190,
West Hills, CA 92308
Deadline: August 15, 2009

Kite Tales

Writing Connections Disclaimer
KITE TALES accepts members’ ads for writing and illustrating
businesses and activities. An ad in Kite Tales does not imply
endorsement by SCBWI, and members are reminded to request
borchures or additional information from advertisers. We retain
the right to refuse and to suspend ads.
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Critique Connections Online

!
e
e
Fr

Longing for a critique group? Why not join Critique Connections Online to find a buddy or two? It’s easy and
open to SCBWI members who reside in the Tri-Regions. It is not an online critique group or a manuscript
exchange, but a way to link up with like-minded writers and/or illustrators. Best of all, it’s free!
Below is a sample from the ever-changing list that you will find at Critique Connections Online. To access the
contact information or to start your own group, join by e-mailing your request to
critiqueconnect@yahoo.com. Questions also can be sent to the same e-mail address.
Once you’ve joined the Yahoo group, you will be asked to provide information about yourself for a database
and also in an introductory e-mail. Others in the group can then connect directly with you or you with them.
Edith Cohn, Critique Connections Online Coordinator,
critiqueconnect@yahoo.com
http://edithcohn.com
Name

Location

Start/Join

Online or Face-to-Face

Genres*

Rhoda

Calabasas

either

face-to-face

YA

Gilda

Pasadena

start

face-to-face

PB

Steve

OC

either

face-to-face

Travel

Amy

Mar Vista

join

face-to-face

YA

Suzanne

OC

start

online

PB

Dennis

Malibu

join

either

YA

Carol

LA

either

either

YA

Jodi

Simi Valley

either

either

YA

Rhet

OC

either

either

YA

Richard

LA

either

either

YA

Ken

Culver City

start

face-to-face

MG/YA

Hilary

Los Feliz

either

either

MG

Authors

Writer/Illustrators
Kerry

LA

either

either

PB

Laura Susan

LA

either

either

PB

Dolores

LA

either

either

PB

*PB: picture books; MG: middle grade; YA: young adult
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